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Eflare Safety Beacons

SAFETY BEACONS  
FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT

CLOSE TO 
ACTUAL SIZE
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Development of Eflare Police Beacon

The first Eflare featured 
halogen globe and basic 
lens with compact self-

righting base. Fully sealed 
and single color.

1998

Continued investment 
into all aspects of beacon 

operation resulted in a 
fully functional but large 

& heavy unit. Fully sealed 
and single color.

1999

Development of the first 
bigger model with 4 D 
cell battery capacity 
and a bigger overall 

layout. Single color and 
replaceable batteries.

2000 2002

The incorporation of 
contemporary technology 

with LEDs boosted 
visibility and allowed dual 
flash colors. Replaceable 
batteries with extended 

durability. Australian police 
became major user.

Sales to Police
1997 Victoria Police

2002 Australia Police

2003 Singapore Police

2004 Norway Police

2006 Germany and Switzerland Police

2007 Canada and UK Police

2009 Luxembourg and Sweden Police

2011 India Police

2012 Denmark Police
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Development of Eflare Police Beacon

Hazmat accreditation  
was achieved.

2003

280 Series 
Compact layout with high performance, 20 hours from four AA batteries.

290 Series 
Conventional size with high performance, 20 hours from four  

AA batteries.

700 Series 
40 hours from two D cell batteries and Low Battery Indicator.  

Easy switching between flash or steady-on.

Full range of colors available 
Red, Amber, Green, Blue, White and Dual Color Combinations.

Options include 
Flash, steady-on, dual color, dual function flash or steady-on.

20142010

Intrinsically Safe 
accreditation meant Eflare 
beacons had a significant 

advantage and sold to 
professional emergency 

services in major markets 
with police, fire and 

ambulance all endorsing 
the performance and 
suitability of Eflare 

beacons.



A serving patrol officer reports: 
For the past couple of years we have been using your Eflare beacon in our Police Traffic Cars. We have no doubt that they make collision scenes much safer 
for road users and emergency service personnel. They have prevented countless collisions and may have even saved our lives.

Each centre tends to use them slightly differently. Most have kitted out their two ‘primary’ vehicles with complete sets but others have been known to split 
the kits amongst more vehicles so you have at least two Eflares with clips and bases in each vehicle.

As to their use it is very much a personal choice as how best to use them at collision scenes and stop check sites. It is common for most officers to either 
carry or clip one of Eflares about their person when attending collision scenes, particularly on fast unlit roads.

I tend to clip one of the Eflares to the first warning sign on an approach to a scene and then stagger the others either in between traffic cones or next to them 
for maximum effect right up to the scene of an incident. They are particularly useful in directing traffic when tapering cones for a lane closure for example.

The Eflares are extremely adaptable and can be used in a multitude of situations. For example, just last week during a period of prolonged heavy snowfall 
Devon and Cornwall Constabulary requested the assistance of additional 4x4 vehicles. They deployed in Land Rovers which were made identifiable as 
Emergency Response Vehicles by attaching Eflares to the front and rear. The Eflares were also used as personal warning beacons once at the scene.

Thanks again for such a fantastic product. I do not go out on patrol without them!

Motor Patrol Constable 4790 PAUL GREATBATCH 

DEVON AND CORNWALL CONSTABULARY

UK Police Testimonial
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